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LOCALLY DYADIC TOPOLOGICAL GROUPS
JOAN CLEARY AND SIDNEY A. MORRIS
A topological space is said to be locally dyadic if every neighbourhood of a point contains a
dyadic neighbourhood of that point. It is proved here that every locally compact Hausdorff
topological group is locally dyadic.

Referring to a result by Kuz'minov [5] which says that every compact Hausdorff
group is dyadic, Comfort [2] remarks " ... there appears to be no valid proof of
Kuz'minov's theorem available in the English language." We prove here that every
locally compact Hausdorff group is locally dyadic, and deduce Kuz'minov's result.
Recall that a topological space is said to be a dyadic space if it is a quotient space of
a Cantor cube {0, 1} K , where {0,1} is the discrete 2-point space and H is any cardinal
number. It is well-known that every compact metrizable space is dyadic.
We define a topological space to be locally dyadic if every neighbourhood of any
point contains a dyadic neighbourhood of that point. Clearly every discrete space and
every compact metrizable space is locally dyadic.
THEOREM. Every locally compact Hausdorff group is locally dyadic.
PROOF: In [1] it is proved that every locally compact Hausdorff group is homeomorphic to R n x K x D, where R is the group of real numbers with the usual topology,
n is a non-negative integer, A" is a compact Hausdorff group, and D is a discrete space.
It is clear that any finite product of locally dyadic spaces is locally dyadic. Therefore,
as R n and D are locally dyadic, and any open continuous image of a locally dyadic
space is locally dyadic, it suffices to prove that K is locally dyadic.
It is known [6] that every compact Hausdorff group K is homeomorphic to KQ X
K/Ko, where Kv is the connected component of the identity of K. The group K/Ko
is a compact totally disconnected topological group, and from [4, Section 9.15] we have
that it is homeomorphic to {0, 1} N , for some cardinal number K. Thus K/KQ is locally
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dyadic. We are now left with the task of showing that the compact connected group
Ko is locally dyadic.
By [7, Section 6.5.6] every compact connected Hausdorff group is a quotient of a
product Y\ d X A, where each Gi is a compact (connected simply-connected simple)
Lie group and A is a compact connected abelian group. It is clear that any product
of compact metrizable spaces is locally dyadic (and dyadic), and so J] Gi is locally
dyadic. Therefore it is enough to prove that any compact connected abelian Hausdorff
group A is locally dyadic.
As A is compact and connected, its dual group A is discrete and torsion-free.
Therefore the minimal divisible closure of A is torsion-free (and divisible); that is, it
is a vector space over Q . In other words, it is a restricted direct sum of m copies of
the (discrete) rational group Q , where m is some cardinal number. Taking the dual of
A, we see that A is a quotient group of the product group (Qd) , where Qd is the
discrete group of rational numbers. Observing that Qd is countable, its dual group,
Qd is compact metrizable, and so the product group (Qd)

is locally dyadic. Hence

the quotient group A is locally dyadic. This completes the proof.

U

It is easily verified that every compact locally dyadic space is dyadic. Hence we
have the following:
COROLLARY. [5] Every compact Hausdorff group is dyadic.
Of course Kuz'minov's theorem can also be deduced from the proof of the above
theorem.
Remark. In a recent communication with Comfort, we suggested that every dyadic
Hausdorff space might be locally dyadic. This is indeed true, and we outline Comfort's
proof here.
Let I b e a dyadic Hausdorff space and U any neighbourhood of x £ X. Then
there is a continuous surjection / : \\ Z?,- —» X, where each Di is the discrete 2-point
space {0,1} and / is some index set. As X is completely regular HausdorfF, U contains
a neighbourhood V of x which is a zero-set. Then f~1{V) is a zero-set in \\ Di- Using
[3, Section 2.7.12(c)], this implies that it is homeomorphic to B x J\ Di, where each
Di = {0,1}, J is a countable subset of / and B is a closed subspace (and hence a
continuous image) of the Cantor space f] Di. This implies that B is dyadic, and hence
both /^(V)

and V are dyadic.
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